Klamath County Tourism Grant Sponsorship - Final Report
This is the Final Report for our event Wild Mustang Competition that was held June 27th &
28th, 2015. It was a successful event, adopting out several of the 10 mustangs, with more to
come, brought in by the BLM, AND showing what our premise was, that wild mustangs COULD
be trained in a short amount of time (remembering that ANY horse once begun needs ongoing
training and riding to maintain the good beginnings). We brought in 6 trainers from across the
United States, ALL using the Natural Horsemanship methods. We have been maintaining all
along, that Mustangs in the wild, IF approached in a manner of natural and bonding-ways, CAN
be trained up like domesticated horses, as quickly and well, if not better than domesticated
horses, and even the trainers were surprised in some cases, how wildly successful this was! So
that part was very successful.
(See beginning film footage of our Competition Winner- Brent Rollins, Interview (rough draft),
vimeo.com:https://vimeo.com/133060116 and use the passcode to watch this private video:
mustangcompetition2015. ) This vimeo is the beginning of our Documentary, but we do NOT
own it as of yet, our Videographer is completing this, and there is a lot of work yet to
do….this is the rough draft of the Competition Winners’s Interview, just so you can see a
sample of what happened in the film clip.
This will show where we are headed, getting a documentary going about our competition,
and came out of the show itself. This is coming much later, which is also as a result of this
show.
We had hoped for a better turn out, but were warned ahead of time that this would be
difficult for Klamath Falls. That part proved to be true. When we only thought our competition
was the Cruise Car show, it turned out there were 3 other horse events in the Rodeo center,
and the Warm Springs Powwow happened also at the same time. Klamath Tribe since has told
us they would have supported us better (and will next time supply us with horses from their
reservation as well) AND that this was the middle of haying season, all of those things together,
AND the terrible heat wave that was going on….caused us lower than expected/hoped for
attendance. Those who did attend were Wowed at the show, loving it and asked us to repeat it
again next year…. One of our greatest problems that was totally NOT expected was the last
minute changes and demands of the BLM, costing us around $3000 of expenses not expected,
both from the Fairgrounds employees for additional heavy equipment usage, and materials to
build a ‘blind-site’ pen for the mustangs with plywood, over 40 sheets with the wire to attach.
Thankfully we had some wonderful volunteers who helped us with building this enclosure and
runway for the mustangs to be moved around in. All of our trainers and mustangs were safe
and healthy at all times….not something all shows can say. Again, this part went well.
Please find in our Final REPORT for the first $1200 of the draw-down, there ia ONE final
receipt, from the newspaper, (scanned and on the thumbdrive), I turned the rest of the
receipts in them in at the time of the first drawn, since the show was the week of the first

check, and also attached is an electronic copy of adds run, except for Facebook, which we can
only give you a link, www.facebook.com/WildMustangCom?ref=aymt_homepage_panel to
see our on-going reports and what is happening… Bob has 5000 followers for this event, and
now is also attached to over 20 horse organizations, including some Mustang Rescue/re-home
sites where they are talking about our event, with a great deal of excitement…It was the first of
it’s kind anywhere in the U.S., and now we have several groups wanting to replicate this in their
home states as well.
As far as the number of people from out of state, we have a great handle on this: all tickets
were numbered as purchased, if bought on our website, we have their names, addresses,
email addresses, etc, and when they bought tickets at the door, took down their zip codes at
the door, and those were written on the back of the ticket stubbs as recommended by Jim
Chadderton, thanks Jim! Our numbers are as follows:

Numbers For event:
Total in attendance: 225
Out of town attendance-166, (Williams,Or; Berry Creek, CA; Bend,OR;
RosevilleCA, Rogue River, Brothers,OR; Corbet, OR; Eugene,OR; Salem, OR;
Conifer,CO.; Cortez, CO; WhiteCity, OR; Medford,OR; Sisters, OR;
In-County attendance: 59, ( Bonanza, Chiloquin, Malin, Merrill, SpragueRiver,
Klamath Falls.

Out of town attendance:
73.7% of attendees (NOT including the trainers and support people) came from outside of
Klamath County, staying for average of 3 days.
-We tracked these by ticket stubs sold and their zip codes written on the ticket stubs we kept
AND by PayPal and Square, where tickets were charged from our website online.

MarketingAs you can see by our marketing receipts, we marketed by using Facebook, Radio
announcements and interviews with Robbie Rush, NBC5 KOBI TV, running 40 commercial spots
for each of two months, we ran ads in the Herald and News, digitally online AND daily
newspaper, using their packet 2x4 adds which ran 6 times a week for two weeks, plus 2
‘Dinky’s’ in the last Sunday before the show and the day before the show. Everyone we talked
to even if they didn’t attend our event said we ‘Inundated’ the state with advertisements, the
BLM even said they had never seen so much activity online, newspapers, radio and TV in any of

their other events, they were impressed! It was really a little pathetic that we didn’t get better
support locally, including businesses not being very supportive in helping sell tickets or
attendance BUT we did get a great showing of out of town people, which should have resulted
in restaurants and motels getting good business. From our side of things, only 2 rv campers
stayed on the rodeo grounds which we collected from and turned over to the Klamath County
Rodeo grounds. These people that attended had to show their slips of their side of the tickets
the next day, so they stayed overnight for 2 nights at least, stating that they came early
Saturday morning, and stayed overnight Sunday night. The trainers and support people also
stayed overnight Friday night through Sunday night, increasing sales for Klamath Falls.
The majority of our marketing dollars were spent in going to other shows/events, talking
about our Klamath Falls event and passing out fliers (see attached flier picture-(on Thumbdrive), handing out Tshirts and hats(pictures in our receipts report of last week) to people
who could supply ‘winning answers’ to mustang questions (pictures attached to receipts) and
our TV commercials which ran for two months, 40 of them each month for $500.00 each
month and our Herald and News adds and stories that were also digital online, for
approximately $1400.00 total. (scanned copies supplied attached.) We are not sure which
was most successful, perhaps the TV, because a lot of people mentioned that they had seen
it. Also the newspaper adds, it just seemed like everyone was saying to us that they could tell
we did a ‘blitz’ of advertising, since they said they heard about us at every turn.
We had originally had an ‘Event Motel Agreement signed with Vagabond Inn through their
Sales Manager, Victoria Haley. We ran their banner advertising for their group of 5 motels for 3
months on our website, which was heavy with traffic, and according to our agreement had
discounted rooms for our trainers and support people, as well as ‘comp rooms’ for them as
other people came to their Inn due to our advertising. On the Friday before our event Victoria
emailed me to tell me that she would now be working for Running Y, but that the agreement
should hold through still with Vagabond Inn. However, on Friday, the 26th,as our trainers and
support people began to arrive and check in, the manager at the Vagabond Inn claimed there
WAS NO such agreement, and if there was, he wasn’t going to honor it anyhow! He claimed she
never had the authority to make any such deals whatsoever! He was loud, obnoxious,
screaming and shouting at our trainers and other customers who had the bad luck of being
there…Bob and I went over to try to work things out, realizing that our people would have no
other place at the last minute to go! In all my years of business I have never heard of anything
like this happening! If an event can’t make a deal stick with the terms of that agreement, how
can anyone do business with them again? Finally with much negotiation, and some armtwisting, (due to a LOT of people being there to witness what was going on, and how radically
unprofessional this guy name ‘Joe’ was representing the Motel, he agreed to the $65. per night,
gave us 3 comp. rooms, as agreed but claimed there were no more people checking in for the
show, and we know that’s impossible. One of our trainers was not able to show up, and we
notified them in time, and they still are trying to charge us for his rooms! We sent cash in with
our trainers to make sure no charges were sent to their cards, and we quit using our cards with

him because it became obvious that this man could not be trusted. (He claimed at one time
that Victoria never worked for them directly, not actually having the authority to make this
agreement). On Monday when Kori went in to get the final trainer, Ty Jones, this ‘Joe’ came out
and started yelling at Kori that she owed him for 3 more rooms, that she had to pay him within
the next hour and a half, and grabbed her sleeve, and would have grabbed her arm, but she ran
to her truck. We have witnesses that can attest to all of the unpleasantness with this motel.
AND Bob is filing a complaint letter with the owner on assaulting Kori physically, which we also
have witnesses for. At this time, we are weighing our legal options, whether to sue Vagabond
Inn, or to sue legal charges against Joe!
I believe that our out of town marketing shows in the statistics of number of attendees
through the percentages….73.7% of all people who attended came from outside of Klamath
County. As far as which marketing was more successful? We believe that ALL of it was
necessary, and was a wide-hit area in as many areas as we could, and will do the marketing that
way again.
Please also see attached some pictures from our Facebook responses on our event. This
was seen by all as very successful. Even our trainers were amazed at how great it was to train
mustangs in this short a period of time, and all the people there kept responding on what a
great show it was…pictures attached)As far as most successful, hard to tell, it was the first
time for this type of show, so a lot of training of what it was about, and explaining, so
probably the Newspaper adds were the best, since there were no video presentations of the
event yet, first time event. NOW we are in the process of producing a DVD from our event,
and hope to make it into a documentary, where we show what happened, interviews with
each of the trainers, where the mustangs were adopted TO, and film showing them after
adoption, and also of the BLM where they came from…these mustangs came from the Steens
Mountains, so we want to show that as well…DVD coming later this summer.
What we have to consider for next time is the SEASON that we do this! We had problems
with the other events interrupting attendance AND the fact that all of us ignored…we were in
the middle of haying season, so many of our best customers were out in their hay fields taking
care of business, as they needed to. We also had THREE other horse events going on in the
same rodeo grounds that took away people, and of course the Cruise Car event (although, most
people who love cars, don’t necessarily want to go to a horse event. We also learned that if we
do this again, we will include more entertainment for people watch, drawing more in for that
aspect as well. This does concern us, however, and this will involve MORE event Dollars, and we
are not sure of the return.
What we have been hearing from all sides, is that it was a GREAT show, and ‘they’ want us to
do it again!
Sincerely,
Bob & Kori Guy Crutcher,

Wild Mustang Competition
www.WildMustangCompetition.com

Event announcement in lights

interview

Outside holding pens for Mustangs (could NOT be inside the arena during the night, Rodeo
Event rules.)

Volunteers

Kori Guy added 5 new photos. Mustangs First Arriving!

July 7 at 3:38pm ·

On checking around for latest count, 3 horses are for sure adopted out from our Wild Mustang
Competition, not sure why all the miss-adopts,,,BUT many of you have said you want to adopt one,
so I am posting their pictures and tag numbers, these babies are all WONDERFUL horses, and I
looked them in their faces and promised them I would try my best to get them into Forever
Homes...please consider adopting one of there:

Tucker Black sitting with the Mustangs, each did that to decide which one to choose, that quiet
moment alone with them…bonding and listening to the horse.

Brent Rollins leaning on Mustang, aquainting him to the weight of a person.

Vanessa Hansen (a last minute
trainer, when one of the other trainers failed to show up, Vanessa joined us from the barrel races going
on at the rodeo..we were very happy to have her join us!

Ty Jones preparing to mount
his Mustang after 4 hours of training

Tucker Black mounting his mustang, 4 hours of
training. Tucker was our tied winner at first

Mustangs as they just arrived from Burns BLM area (10
brought in)

Brent Rollins riding his Mustang, his companion horse from another
Mustang Makeover with him

Tucker Black all saddled up, preparing to ride Mustang
after 5 hours of training

Our Competition Winner Brent Rollins

Sarah Brown, from Turner, OR; Crowd Favorite Trainer…’Sparky’ was adopted out thanks to Sarah’s wonderful
effforts with him!

Ty Jones, Navajo, mounting his mustang, 5 hours of training

Bob and Kori Guy Crutcher, Event Promoters of Wild Mustang Competition, at the end of the
first day.

